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About This Game

Twinfold delves into the duplicity of duplication. A roguelike about merging golden babies and squashing angry faces.
Manipulate a labyrinthine tableau with the swipe of a finger. Merge and munch on golden babies to level up and gain game-

changing abilities.

- Thought-bending strategic gameplay
- Procedurally generated micro-puzzles

- Infinite replayability
- Over 40 unique skills

- 7 enemy types
- 6 well-thought-out bullet points
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Title: Twinfold
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kenny Sun
Publisher:
Kenny Sun
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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So intense and fun game, a must have :D:. BEST HORROR GAME ITS WORTH BUYING.. It's really a shame that you can't
remove games from your library...
I dont know what it is but its a wiiiiide stretch to call it game....
Srsly how did this abomination of a Software get into the Steam Shop...
I dont even know how i got a copy of this... but at least i didnt pay anything for it.
. https:\/\/youtu.be\/60BbTNDDdt0. The game has potential, but the controls pretty much kill it dead.

The slow-motion doesn't feel under the player's control at all (it seems to be triggered by sliding toward a breakable block and
stops when it feels like it). The controls are a little awkward but with no way to re-bind them. The distinction between 'fire',
'slide', and 'drop' feels arbitrary. Combined with the slide activating slow-motion the shift key becomes a grab bag of slide,
drop, fire, activate slow motion.

None of it is exactly a deal-breaker alone but it adds up to a frustrating, flow-breaking experience.. All in all, this game could
have used more separate keybinds, less slow-motion, and rebindable keys.
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No idea what the hell that was about. But the music was awesome.. Do your remember playing Uncharted Waters back in the
90's? This is like that game, only with much better graphics and some town building.. One of a kind game, wish they'd remake
it.. Fun and Fast Offroad Racing, which reminds me DIRT 2. It´s Best Milestone Game for Sure. Now Finally with Ultrawide
Support.. CotN is a brilliant overlooked gem and one of my old favourite city builders. It plays at a nice tranquil pace and it's
great seeing you monuments slowly constructed piece by piece. The graphics are quite good given that the game is from 2005.
And the game game supports all modern resolutions.. ALONE? hearkens back to those classic psychological horror games
where you have to solve many a puzzle while dealing with consistent scares and sounds along the way. For a game that is only
priced at $2, it surprisingly offers tons of replayability and versatility, as the game features multiple endings based on the way
you play the game. For that reason alone, ALONE? more than pays for itself. The graphical environment is very pretty for an
indie game, the story is intriguing off of the bat, and the atmosphere is genuinely spooky, but I wouldn't go so far to say that this
game will give you nightmares with the "jumpscares". Still, for the price of admission, it's definitely something to check out if
you're a fan of this genre. Here's a link to my Let's Play of the beginning of the game, let me know what you think: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BXJp7ba7TfI. I found this some times frustrating... before I realized, how to? :D
Nice 2D Platformer.. Fun to play - interesting story-line. I found the game a bit on the short side - otherwise I spend so much
time it just felt short, but it was good - pity there were no extra play added.. Bought it in a bundle of games with unusual
storytelling. I was disapointed to find that the storytelling in this game is minimal, the graphics look amaturish at best and the
controlls are just bad.
3\/10 at best
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